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Abstract: We address the resonant response and bistability of the exciton-polariton corner states in a higher-order nonlinear 
topological insulator realized with kagome arrangement of microcavity pillars. Such states are resonantly excited and exist 
due to the balance between pump and losses, on the one hand, and between nonlinearity and dispersion in inhomogeneous 
potential landscape, on the other hand, for pump energy around eigen-energies of corresponding linear localized modes. Lo-
calization of the nonlinear corner states in a higher-order topological insulator can be efficiently controlled by tuning pump 
energy. We link the mechanism of corner state formation with symmetry of the truncated kagome array. Corner states coexist 
with densely packed edge states, but are well-isolated from them in energy. Nonlinear corner states persist even in the pres-
ence of perturbations in corner microcavity pillar.  

 

One of the most representative properties of the conventional topological insulator (TI) is the existence of the link between topological in-
variants (such as Chern numbers) characterizing spectral bands of bulk TI and the number of the edge states that arise when TI is placed in 
contact with topologically distinct material, known as a bulk-edge correspondence principle [1]. It was, however, realized that there exist a 
broad class of higher-order TIs that do not comply with this principle, but nevertheless support topologically protected states [2-9]. Generally, 
a d -dimensional ( )Dd  TI supports ( )Dd  bulk states and ( D)d  topological edge states, where  has a meaning of the number of dimen-
sions, where edge state is localized due to topology of the system. First-order TIs correspond to 1 , while for higher-order TIs 1 . In 
most cases such higher-order TIs were linear, with the exception in [10,11], where a topological phase is induced only at high amplitudes due 
to the nonlinearity-dependent intracell hopping rates, not typical for photonic systems. 

A powerful platform simultaneously allowing realization of TIs and possessing strong nonlinear effects is provided by polaritons in engi-
neered microcavity structures, such as arrays of microcavity pillars [12-15], where external magnetic field in combination with TE-TM split-
ting leads to the breakup of the time-reversal symmetry and appearance of the unidirectional edge currents [16-22] that were recently observed 
experimentally [23]. Edge states in TIs without magnetic fields were observed too [14], but in the 1D  arrangement. Polariton condensates are 
inherently dissipative and require resonant or nonresonant pump for their excitation. The balance between dissipation, pump, nonlinearity, 
and dispersion leads to a rich variety of dynamical effects and, for the case of the resonant pump, the existence of the pump frequency range 
where the intracavity intensity becomes bistable [12,20]. Therefore, this system provides an ideal platform for the realization of higher-order 
polariton TIs and investigation of the impact of nonlinearity on their corner states. Notice that recently coupling between edge and corner 
states mediated by instabilities was reported in polariton condensates [23]. 

The goal of this Letter is to study nonlinear effects in higher-order TI realized with kagome arrays of polariton microcavity pillars. A 
proper shift of the pillars may drive the system into topological phase, where nonlinear corner states can be selectively excited by the resonant 
pump in the presence of losses and repulsive interactions typical for polaritons. This constitutes first illustration of nonlinear higher-order TI in 
open, driven system. Strong nonlinearity and resonant pump employed here offer unique advantage of highly selective excitation of the edge 
or corner nonlinear topological states. Bistability of corner states opens the door for their observation over considerable range of pump fre-
quencies, rather than at isolated frequencies as in linear models. 

When polarization effects are neglected, the evolution of polariton condensate in the potential landscape ( , )x y  and under the influence 
of the resonant pump ( )t  is described by the equation: 
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Here the transverse coordinates ,x y  are scaled to the characteristic length L ; the evolution time t  is scaled to 1
0 , the characteristic energy 

scale is 2 2
0 /mL ; m  is the effective polariton mass; exp( )h i t  is the pump term with amplitude h ;  is the pump frequency 

detuning from the bottom of the lower polariton dispersion branch normalized to 1
0 ; the depth of the potential ( , )x y  is scaled to the 

characteristic energy 0 ; 0/  is the strength of losses,  is the polariton lifetime. For the characteristic length of 2 mL  and 



34kg10m , one gets the characteristic energy scale of 0 0.17meV , time scale of 1
0 3.8ps , and 0.02 . The potential energy 

landscape felt by polaritons is represented by the function
,

( , ) ( , )n mn m
x y x x y y  describing a kagome micropillar array (see Fig. 

1) composed from pillars described by 62 2 3( , ) exp{ [( ) ( ) ] / }m nx y p x x y y d  with 0.5d  ( 2 m  diameter) and 10p  
( 1.7meV  depth of individual potential wells). Kagome array considered here is deformable. The deformation is described by the 
parameters 1d  and 2d  defining the shift of each second pillar (see Fig. 2). When 1 2 /2d d a  (here 2.5a  that corresponds to 5 m ), 
the structure is not deformed. Nonlinear term in Eq. (1) accounts for the repulsion between polaritons. Our real-world continuous model 
takes into account all peculiarities of the potential energy landscape in the microcavity, as opposed to treatment based on simplified discrete 
model. 

 

Fig. 1. Band structures (left panels) for rhombic (a) and triangular (b) arrays (two right columns), and representative density distributions (three middle columns) 

in linear corner and edge states. 

To construct higher-order TI we truncate infinite kagome array such, that finite rhombic or triangular configurations form (right column of 
Fig. 1). The parameters 1d  and 2d  are used to introduce the topological transition. To illustrate it and to understand which states can be 
excited by the resonant pump, we consider the spectrum of the linear modes without pump and losses . We find them from Eq. (1) in 
the form  solving the resulting linear eigenvalue problem . There is a discrete set of 
modes, whose energies  depend on 2d  in the nontrivial way (Fig 1, left column). Since neighboring pillars start overlapping for large 
deformations, we vary 2d  in the range . Band structure for the rhombic array is symmetric about 1 2 / 2d d a , since 
rhombic arrays with 2 / 2d a  are mirror images of each other (Fig 1, right column). Topological corner states [red curves in Fig. 1(a)] 
emerge in the gap and localize in different corners at 2 / 2d a  and 2 / 2d a . Their localization increases as 2| / |2d a  grows until 
they shrink practically to a single pillar [density distributions  for 2 0.4d a  (red dot) and 2 0.6d a  (blue dot) are shown in the first 
row of Fig. 1(a)]. On this reason they are called  topological states of this  configuration. The middle band in Fig. 1(a) corresponds to 
the  edge states that coexist in this geometry with corner ones (but are well-separated from them in energy  for sufficiently large 

2| / |2d a ). They localize near the edges, whose crossing hosts the corner state [see examples for the green, cyan, and magenta dots in the 
second row of Fig. 1(b)]. The band structure for the triangular array is asymmetric [Fig. 1(b)]. Both corner and edge states appear only when 

2 / 2d a . Corner states (marked with red color) are now triply degenerate since all three corners are equivalent. All three states 
corresponding to the red dot in Fig. 1(b) are shown in three middle columns. Edge states from the middle band can be degenerate too and 
now they occupy all three edges, see examples for the green and magenta dots. Further, we concentrate on the rhombic configuration. 

The generation mechanism of the corner states can be understood as a two-step dimensionality reduction process. The first step is the 
generation of edge states, which appear when the array bandgap occurs at negative . The continuous field  is thus evanescent both outside 
the rhombus and inside the bulk core. In a discrete version of the model, the amplitude at bulk sites is practically zero. Only at the edge sites 
the field is non-vanishing, as in Fig. 2. This effectively reduces the dimension of the system from  to . The resulting discrete system is a 
closed rhombic loop that consists of the upper and lower  dimer chains, where the AB dimer is the unit cell of the chain, that close the 
loop by means of a ABA trimer in the right corner (big gray triangle) and with a single B site (small gray triangle) in the left one. The upper 
and lower 1D  dimer chains are Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) chains with unequal intra- v  and inter-cell w  coupling constants [24]. Thus, at 

2 /2d a  the intracell spacing is larger than the intercell one, 1 2d d , so that v w . 
The  finite rhombic array is, in general, asymmetric. Only at 1 2 / 2d d a  it shows full  symmetry: the invariance under  

rotations  and mirror symmetry with respect to the major and minor rhombus axes (  and ). When 2 / 2d a , both  and 
 are broken and only  remains. All modes of rhombic array have to be singlets, since all representations of these symmetry groups 

are . A  loop chain with odd number of dimers is asymmetric (Fig. 2). This asymmetry is manifested in the difference between the left 
connection corner (a monomer) and the right one (a trimer). The upper and lower SSH chains are topologically nontrivial when , 
allowing for the existence of localized edge states for proper chain terminations [24]. Corner states in Fig. 2 can be understood analogously. In 
the fully dimerized limit , all dimers and the right trimer are broken because intracell coupling vanishes. Pillar B in the right corner 
decouples from two chains (green triangle). An isolated corner state with  localized at this pillar appears. Because , states 



localized on BA pairs of pillars form along the chain with energy . For the same reason, three nonzero energy states at the BAA trimer 
appear. Consequently, the right corner state is the only allowed zero-energy state separated by a finite gap of width  from the rest of the 
states. This effective reduction of the dimensionality from  to  persists also for  as long as , since the gap remains and the 
corner state is protected by the topology of the SSH array. The gap decreases as  increases and vanishes when  ( 1 2 / 2d d a ). 
This behavior is visible in the calculated band structure of the continuous model at 2 / 2d a  [Fig. 1(a)]. The state in the right corner appears 
in the middle of the gap between two upper bands. Other states (green, cyan, magenta) are modulated extended  chain states residing on 
BA pairs. Clearly, the topology of the system changes for 2 / 2d a , when , and no corner states are expected to appear at the right 
corner. However, in this case one can use the specific duality of our structure, associated to the odd number of dimers: Mirror reflection of the 
structure with respect to the  axis and exchange of the roles of  and  couplings leaves the structure invariant. In other words, the 
structure with  is equivalent to the mirror-reflected structure with  and  exchanged. Thus the mirror reflected structure is indeed in 
a topological phase and it presents a localized state in the left corner. This system behaves as a second order TI in  with broken reflection 
symmetry. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the finite rhombic kagome array showing the dimensionally reduced SSH loop chain. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) Amplitude of the nonlinear corner state  at 
2 0.4d a  vs . Stable branches are shown black, unstable ones are shown red. (b)-(d) Polariton 

densities and phases corresponding to the red dots in (a) within  and  windows. 

The topological properties of the lattice are also characterized by the bulk polarization that can be calculated using the formula 

,  where  is the Berry connection, and  is the area of the first Brillouin zone (BZ). The 
eigenvectors  can be calculated using the tight-binding Hamiltonian of the system. The system is in topological phase when the polarization 
components are nonzero and in trivial phase when the polarization is zero [5-8]. In our case  are calculated in the transformed 
coordinate system, where BZ is square (see Supplemental Material for topological arguments): 
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and agree with the appearance of corner states at 2 / 2d a  in Fig. 1(b). 
 

 

Fig. 4. Resonance curves for nonlinear edge states. Two bottom rows show examples of polariton densities corresponding to the red dots in panel (a) shown 

within  and  windows. Left and right dashed lines in (a) correspond to the magenta and green dots in Fig. 1(a). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Robustness of the nonlinear corner state at  from the upper branch of Fig. 3(a) under sudden change of corner pillar at . Red 

curve in (a): corner pillar depth is increased by , yellow curve: depth is decreased by , green curve: corner pillar exhibits  shift. (b)-(d) Corre-

sponding density distributions at . Excitation of the corner state by noise [black curve in (a) and density distributions in (e)-(g)]. 

Nonlinear dissipative corner states  can be excited by the simplest resonant plane-wave pump  at zero in-plane 
momentum , when polariton-polariton interactions and losses are taken into account. By tuning energy  one can resonantly excite 
nonlinear corner or edge states, when  approaches eigen-energies of the corresponding linear states. The efficiency of the excitation depends 
on the pump amplitude , and it is maximal for states that are well-separated in energy from other states, i.e. exactly for corner states. 
Resonant character of the excitation is represented by the dependencies of peak amplitude of the nonlinear state  on the 
pump energy  [Fig. 3(a)] for the interval of  values within the gap , where linear corner states were encountered at 2 0.4d a . 



At small pump amplitudes the resonance occurs exactly at the energy of linear corner state (dashed line). Increasing  leads to a pronounced 
nonlinearity-induced tilt of resonance and formation of bistable curves, when pump becomes sufficiently strong (  was selected such that the 
tip of the resonance curve - even for strongest tilt - remains in the topological gap to exclude mixing with bulk modes). Examples of the 
polariton density and phase distributions in states indicated by the red dots, are shown in Figs. 3(b)-3(d). Far away from the resonance the 
nonlinear state represents a mixture of several modes and considerably expands into the bulk of the array [Figs. 3(b),(d)], while close to the 
resonance tip the condensate localizes in the corner pillar [Fig. 3(c)]. 

Stability of the corner states can be checked by perturbing them with a random noise (up to  in amplitude) and modelling evo-lution 
of such an input up to a long time , that has allowed us to capture even weak instabilities and to accurately determine stable and 
unstable branches. Stable and unstable branches are indicated in Fig. 3(a) with black and red colors, respectively. In the bistability regime, the 
upper and bottom branches are always stable, while the middle branch is unstable. At small pump amplitudes, when bistability is absent, the 
entire branch of solutions is stable. 

In addition to the  corner states, one can excite a variety of the  edge states by tuning pump energy  within the band of linear 
spectrum, where edge states with close energies were encountered [the borders of this band corresponding to the green and magenta dots in 
Fig. 1(a) are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4(a)]. Because such states have close energies, the pump excites their nonlinear combinations. 
The resulting resonant curve is very complex, with multiple closely located tips corresponding to the edge states with slightly different density 
distributions, see Figs. 4(d),(e). At 2 0.4d a  they all are well-localized near the upper and right edges of the structure. Far from energy band, 
where linear edge states exist, one excites delocalized nonlinear modes [Figs. 4(f),(g)]. Stable and unstable branches are indicated in Fig. 4(a) 
by the black and red curves, respectively. One can see that the upper branch of the left outermost resonance is stable, while most of other res-
onances correspond to unstable states [i.e. the states in Figs. 4(b) and 4(e) are stable, but those in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) are unstable]. 

Topological nature of the corner states is confirmed by their robustness with respect to perturbations of the structure (we introduce them 
by changing the depth and location of the corner pillar). Figure 5 shows that corner state that lies in the topological gap and is therefore topo-
logically protected, just adjusts its amplitude if the depth or location of the corner pillar is changed (for illustrative purposes we introduce this 
perturbation within time interval 300 1000t ), but is not destroyed unless perturbation is too strong and simply shifts resonant energy 
value corresponding to localized corner state too far from the pump energy 2.7  used in simulations. The amplitude of the corner state 
increases (decreases) if the depth of the corner pillar increases (decreases), as shown by the red (yellow) curve in Fig. 5. Corner states also 
withstand small shifts in the corner pillar (green curve in Fig. 5). After perturbation is removed at 1000t , quick recovery to the initial state 
is observed. Corner states can be also excited from noisy inputs, as shown by the black curve in Fig. 5(a) and by density distributions in Figs. 
5(e)-5(f). 

Summarizing, we illustrated that topological 0D nonlinear corner states can exist in truncated arrays of polariton microcavity pillars. The 
mechanism of formation of such states is discussed using symmetry arguments. Resonant pump offers highly efficient and selective excitation 
of topological corner modes. 
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